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Thus the lowest grade of universe would be a
world of mere withness, of which the parts were
only strung together by the conjunction ‘and’.

Pragmatism, Lecture IV
William James [1907]

Imagine…a universe completely without
structure, without topology. No space, no time;
just a set of random events. I’d call them
‘isolated,’ but that’s not the right word; there’s
simply no such thing as distance….Now, if the
pattern that is me could pick itself out from the
background noise of all the other events taking
place on this planet…then why shouldn’t the
pattern we think of as ‘the universe’ assemble
itself, find itself, in exactly the same way?

“Dust”
GReg Egan [1992]

1 Monism and Pluralism

A casual observer of recent metaphysical trends might reasonably conclude
that William James’ pronouncement on the fates of Spinoza and Hume was pre-
mature:

The fate of Spinoza, with his barren union of all things in one sub-
stance, on the one hand; that of Hume, with his equally barren “loose-
ness and separateness” of everything, on the other—neither philoso-
pher owning any strict and systematic disciples today, each being to
posterity a warning as well as a stimulus—show us that the only possi-
ble philosophy must be a compromise between an abstract monotony
and a concrete heterogeneity. (James [1979])

Over the past decade or so, some philosophers have argued that there is just one
fundamental concrete thing—one fundamental being, for short—and others have
argued that there is just one being, period.1 It would seem that at least in this
regard Spinoza could claim them as strict and systematic disciples.

1See, inter alia, Schaffer [2010a,b] for a defense of the former, moderate monism, and Horgan
and Potrč [2000] for a defense of the latter, radical monism.
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Likewise, over the past several decades, some philosophers have argued that
there are no absolutely necessary connections and no fundamental nomic or causal
or dispositional ties, that, in a nutshell, everything is entirely “loose and separate”.2
It would seem that at least in this regard Hume could claim them as strict and
systematic disciples.

Or could he? In asking that I do not intend to question James’ attribution of a
“loose-and-separate” metaphysic to Hume. I am not sufficiently expert to weigh in
on such historical controversies.3 I instead intend to question whether those who
have recently defended a “loose-and-separate”metaphysic strictly adhere to a view
as radically pluralist as the one James has in mind.4 Sure, David Lewis came to see
in hindsight that he had campaigned on behalf of Humean Supervenience, accord-
ing to which all there is at bottom is a “vast mosaic of local matters of fact”. Put
less graphically, Humean Supervenience is the view that (a) there are a plurality of
fundamental beings, (b) there are no inexplicable constraints on modal space, and
hence the fundamental nature of each such being is independent of those of all the
rest and of the fundamental relations in which it stands to the rest, (c) the funda-
mental beings stand in no fundamental (or intrinsic) causal or nomic relations, and
hence (d) the distribution of any causal or nomic relations in which they do stand
globally supervenes on their fundamental natures and the non-nomic, non-causal
fundamental relations in which they stand.5 But while Humean Supervenience is
pluralist all right, it isn’t quite as pluralist as the radical view James attributes to
Hume. For as James notes, non-radical pluralists still recognize that fundamen-

2See, inter alia, Lewis [1986a, Introduction] and Lewis [1994].
3See Strawson [2013] and Beebee [2013] for an historically responsible discussion.
4Determining what exactly James had in mind in the quoted passage is non-trivial. But it

can be ascertained, I think, by looking at his [1879], the article from whose reworking the quoted
passage is drawn. There he describes the writers who succeeded Hume as being unwilling “to treat
any abstractions whatever as if they are intelligible. Even to talk of space, time, feeling, power,
&c., oppresses them with a strange sense of uneasiness. Anything to be real for them must be
representable in the form of a lump.” (ibid., 323) And later (ibid., 326) he writes, “Hume’s followers
are less bold in their utterances than their master, but throughout all recent British Nominalism we
find the tendency to enthrone mere juxtaposition as lord of all and to make of the Universe what
has well been styled a Nulliverse”: a ‘Nulliverse’ is what he elsewhere [1977, Lecture II] calls a
world in which there are a plurality of beings each “cut off from all relation with its environment”.

5A ‘fundamental nature’ is a maximal consistent conjunction of fundamental proper-
ties/relations: it is a possibly instantiated conjunction of fundamental properties/relations, and
the conjunction of it and any fundamental property/relation not already one of its conjuncts is
not possibly instantiated. And a ‘nomic relation’ is a relation such that for some statement L,
necessarily if the relation is instantiated then L is a law.

Humean Supervenience also includes the claim that causal and nomic relations are not just non-
fundamental and extrinsic, but extrinsic to absolutely everything. (Where a property P is extrinsic
to x iff x instantiates P and some possible intrinsic duplicate of x does not instantiate P.) See Segal
[2015] for a discussion of this point, along with a discussion of the logical relations between the
various prongs of Humean Supervenience.
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tally, the world’s pieces “hang together,” at least spatially and temporally.6 Lewis
is no exception. While Humean Supervenience does not say one way or another,
Lewis is explicit that the fundamental beings stand in fundamental spatiotemporal
relations. There is still a mosaic at bottom.7

Radical Pluralism (as I shall call it), on the other hand, denies even this much.8
It is the view that (a) there are a plurality of fundamental beings, (b) there are
no inexplicable constraints on modal space, and hence the fundamental nature
of each such being is independent of those of all the rest and the fundamental
relations in which it stands to the rest, (c) the fundamental beings stand in no
fundamental relations at all—whether nomic, causal, or spatiotemporal—save for
numerical identity and numerical diversity, and hence (d) the distribution of any
relations in which they do stand globally supervenes on their fundamental na-
tures. Thus, while it’s the case that fundamentally there are many beings, it’s not
the case that fundamentally some beings are five feet apart (no fundamental met-
rical spatial relations), or that fundamentally some events are five minutes apart
(no fundamental metrical temporal relations), or that fundamentally something is
surrounded by something else (no fundamental topological spatial relations), or
that fundamentally some event happens between other events (no fundamental
topological temporal relations).9 If Radical Pluralism is true, then as James some-
what loosely but still aptly puts it, the only tie that binds things together is the
conjunction ‘and’: not even “one damn thing after another,” just one damn thing

6See James [1907, Lecture IV]: “Space and time are thus vehicles of continuity by which the
world’s parts hang together.”

7Lewis, given his Modal Realism, could not but have accepted that things stand in some funda-
mental external relation, if he was to believe in a plurality of (actual) things at all. See his [1986b,
§1.6].

8To forestall confusion, let me note that James [1977, Lecture II] uses the term ‘Radical Plural-
ism’ to refer to Pluralism tout court, to the view that there are a plurality of fundamental beings.
(Its radicalism lies in its departure from what James takes to be the dominant view in the his-
tory of philosophy.) I, on the other hand, use it to refer to the radical version thereof, the view that
James attributes to Hume, which he asserts has no modern-day adherents, and which he elsewhere
[1907, Lecture IV] calls ‘Absolute Pluralism’. I apologize for any confusion, but I much prefer my
terminology over his.

9Note that I assume here and throughout that if nothing stands in any fundamental spatiotem-
poral relations then nothing stands in any fundamental spatial or temporal relations either. Special
Relativity makes this plausible enough. Cf. Barbour [1994a,b, 1999] for the claim that things do
stand in fundamental spatial relations and a fundamental relation of simultaneity, but not in any
other fundamental temporal relations and, I take it, not in any fundamental spatiotemporal rela-
tions. It would take me too far afield to make this case, but if the core of my argument in this
paper succeeds in showing that conditional upon Humean Supervenience there is a likelihood of 1
that nothing stands in any fundamental spatiotemporal relations, I think it can also be shown that
conditional upon Humean Supervenience there is a likelihood of 1 that Barbour’s view is false.
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and another damn thing.10
It should be emphasized just how radical Radical Pluralism is. It is stronger

than the view, held by Leibniz and others, that there are a plurality of funda-
mental windowless monads, none of which stands in any fundamental relations—
whether nomic, causal, or spatiotemporal—save numerical identity and numerical
diversity. For Radical Pluralism insists that the fundamental natures of all the fun-
damental beings are independent of one another. Leibniz’s monads, on the other
hand, are so intertwined that the fundamental nature of each entails the whole
truth about all the others.11 Likewise, it is stronger than the relationist view, also
held by Leibniz (about the “phenomenal world”), that fundamentally there is no
such thing as space or time or spacetime, just material things standing in certain
spatial or temporal or spatiotemporal relations. For Radical Pluralism insists that
fundamentally, nothing stands in any spatial or temporal or spatiotemporal rela-
tions either.

Perhaps the radical nature of Radical Pluralism explains the fact that while
James’ claim about Spinoza has been falsified by contemporary adherence toMonism,
the same cannot be said of his claim about Hume. To my knowledge, no other
philosopher in the recent or distant past has endorsed Radical Pluralism.

I think it’s about time Radical Pluralism received a hearing. And not just be-
cause Monism has received one, but because Radical Pluralism deserves serious
consideration by at least some philosophers, viz. those who are already pluralist
enough to endorse Humean Supervenience. I think a good case can be made that
conditional upon Humean Supervenience, it is overwhelmingly likely that Radical
Pluralism is also true.

Two preliminary notes are in order before I turn to that case. First, as I’ve stated
it, Humean Supervenience is silent on what the fundamental beings are. I shall
assume going forward that if Humean Supervenience is true, then the fundamen-
tal beings are points, points that, whether fundamentally or not, make up a four-
dimensional spacetime manifold. This assumption is in principle dispensable—at
the cost of extra complexity in my formulations—and is in any case congenial to
Humean Supervenience.12 Thus, Lewis’s own view is that the fundamental beings

10A.J. Ayer reportedly liked to say of the universe that it was “just one damn thing after another”.
See Rogers [1999, p. 300].

11Monadology [1991], §56, 59-60. The same goes, albeit to a lesser extent, for contemporary
views according to which no relations are fundamental: Simons [2016] and Lowe [2016] both en-
dorse that view (or one that differs from it only with their preferred ideology substituting for
fundamentality), but they also explicitly give up on the independence of the fundamental beings.

12The assumption is indeed dispensable, but not just any view on which plurality of beings are
fundamental will permit my argument to proceed. In particular, any view according to which the
fundamental beings are all and only enduring particles (particles wholly present at more than one
time) will not allow my argument to go forward. But such a view is not consistent with Humean
Supervenience, since (a) according to the latter, causation is extrinsic to everything (see nt. 5), and
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are spacetime points, or at any rate point-sized things.
Second, although I have mentioned Lewis several times, I do not intend to

compel him—or those living philosophers who hold all of his views—to embrace
Radical Pluralism, on pain of irrationality. For one thing, I do not intend to compel
at all. My aim is exploratory more than compulsory: I wish to explore one possible
avenue to what I think is an unjustly neglected view. For another thing, I depart
from Lewis’s own views at certain points. In particular, I assume the falsity of
Lewis’s counterpart theory (nt. 23) and rely on a notion of intrinsic probability
that Lewis will not countenance. But my assumptions are consistent with Humean
Supervenience. I am exploring the consequences of Humeanism, not Lewisianism.
The former is a separable piece of the latter.

2 Larger Argument

It might be helpful to chart out the larger argument and then take it premise
by premise. The core of the argument establishes the claim that conditional upon
Humean Supervenience, there is a likelihood of one that nothing stands in any
fundamental spatiotemporal relations. (Let us call the claim that (some) things
stand in fundamental spatiotemporal relations, ‘ST-F’, and that claim’s negation,
‘ST-NF’.) And given that fact, the argument goes on to establish that conditional
upon Humean Supervenience, it is overwhelmingly likely that Radical Pluralism
is true.

The argument that ST-NF has a likelihood of 1, conditional upon Humean Su-
pervenience, exploits a critical piece of our evidence, viz. the fact that the universe
is highly ordered, exquisitely ordered. Indeed, it exploits just one way in which the
universe is highly ordered. I will later say more about what that way is and why
I take this to be a piece of our evidence. But to follow the larger argument one
need not understand the details of this claim. So let us call the claim in question,
‘ORdeR’, and proceed with the argument, which has just two premises: First, that
the likelihood of ORdeR conditional upon the conjunction of Humean Superve-
nience and ST-F is zero. And second, that the likelihood of ORdeR conditional
upon the conjunction of Humean Supervenience and ST-NF is greater than zero.

We can put this more succinctly and carefully. Let ‘HS’ abbreviate ‘Humean
Supervenience’, ‘K’ represent our background knowledge, and ‘L(*)’ the likelihood
function: it assigns to the propositions in its domain a real number between 0
and 1, equal to the credence that it is rationally permissible for an agent who is

(b) according to the former persisting is intrinsic to a (persisting) thing, and yet (c) persistence
entails causation. (The inconsistency of this triad was pointed out by Ryan Wasserman in his
[2005]: he argues that the Humean’s commitment to the extrinsicness of causation, together with
the fact that persistence entails causation, commits the Humean to the extrinsicness of persistence,
which he argues is problematic.)
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ignorant of contingentmatters to have in the proposition.13 I define the conditional
likelihood L (α | β) in the usual way, as the quotient, L(α&β)

L(β)
, and I assume the

likelihood function obeys the axioms of the probability calculus.
Then the first two premises are as follows:

1. L (ORdeR | HS & ST-F & K) = 0, and

2. L (ORdeR | HS & ST-NF & K) > 0

From these premises it follows that14,

3. L (ST-F | HS & ORdeR & K) = 0, and

And from premise (2) all by itself it follows that,

4. L (ST-NF | HS & ORdeR & K) > 0

And since the sum of the two conditional likelihoods is 115, it follows from (3) and
(4) that

5. L (ST-NF | HS & ORdeR & K) = 1

That is, conditional upon Humean Supervenience (and something else that we
already assume or ought to assume), there is a likelihood of 1 that ST-NF is true.

But then it is just a short step to the final conclusion, involving not ST-NF, but
Radical Pluralism itself. If conditional upon Humean Supervenience (and some-
thing else that we already assume or ought to assume), there is a likelihood of
1 that ST-NF is true, then it is overwhelmingly likely, conditional upon Humean
Supervenience (and something else that we already assume or ought to assume),
that Radical Pluralism is true. For the conjunction of Humean Supervenience and
ST-NF entails that there are a plurality of fundamental beings, all of whose funda-
mental natures are logically independent of one another and none of which stands
in any fundamental causal, nomic, or spatiotemporal relations. And there don’t
seem to be any good candidates for instantiated fundamental relations if there are

13If it is rationally permissible to have an infinitesimal credence, then the function will be real-
or-infinitesimal valued. I ignore that complication in what follows, since it wouldn’t affect the
substance of the argument. Each claim of an equality with 0 can be replaced by one of an equality
with either 0 or some infinitesimal, and each claim of an inequality with 0 can be replaced by one
of an inequality with both 0 and every infinitesimal.

14From premise (2) it follows that L (ORdeR & HS & ST-NF & K) > 0, and hence that L (HS
& ORdeR & K) > 0. And from premise (1) it follows that L (ORdeR & HS & ST-F & K) = 0. So
L(ORdeR&HS&ST−F&K)

L(HS&ORdeR&K)
= 0.

15As long as they are both defined, which, given (3) and (4), they are.
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no instantiated causal, nomic, or spatiotemporal ones.16 That is, our final premise
is this:

6. L (Radical Pluralism | ST-NF & HS & ORdeR & K) ≃ 1

And from (5) and (6) it follows that,

7. L (Radical Pluralism | HS & ORdeR & K) ≃ 1

So concludes the sketch of the larger argument. I will say no more about premise
(6). The remainder of the paper is devoted to a defense of premises (1) and (2).

3 Premise 1: Unlikelihood of ORdeR

Premise (1) of the larger argument is that the likelihood of ORdeR given the
conjunction of Humean Supervenience and ST-F is zero. The sheer unlikelihood of
the universe being highly ordered was expressed nicely by Archbishop Talliston
when he asked:

How long might 20,000 blind men which should be sent out from the
several remote parts of England, wander up and down before they
would all meet upon Salisbury Plains, and fall into rank and file in
the exact order of an army? And yet this is much more easy to be
imagined than how the innumerable blind parts of matter should ren-
dezvous themselves into a world.17

Indeed, supposing Humean Supervenience is true, the many fundamental beings,
the points, really are “uncoordinated” by some other being (they’re fundamental)

16You might object that the quantum-mechanical relation of being entangled is fundamental.
One possible reply is that being entangled is a nomic relation, and so would not be fundamental
if Humean Supervenience is true.

But to my mind a more decisive reply is as follows: if nothing stands in any fundamental spa-
tiotemporal relations, then any fundamental truth can be perspicuously expressed without any
temporal or tensed vocabulary whatsoever: no time-indices, no primitive tense operators. And
so any true sentence of the form ϕ(a1…an), where ϕ expresses a fundamental relation, expresses
a truth that can in turn be perspicuously expressed without any temporal or tensed vocabulary
whatsoever. But any such sentence either expresses a true proposition at all times or never ex-
presses a true proposition at any time. But there are sentences of the form ‘entangled(a1…an)’ that
sometimes express a true proposition and sometimes a false one (where ‘entangled’ expresses the
relation, being entangled). So if ST-NF is true, then being entangled is not a fundamental relation.

17Quoted in Peirce [1878]. Note that unlike the more famous passages from William Paley’s
NaturalTheology and Hume’sDialogues, this passage makes no mention of the adaptation of means
to ends. There is no assumption that anything serves any purpose or end or function at all. And
that’s all to the good since I want to call our attention to the mere orderliness of it all, whether or
not that orderliness is of any use to anyone or anything.
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and “blind” to one another’s fundamental features and the fundamental relations
in which they stand (no necessary connections). And so it’s exceedingly unlikely—
supposing further that things do stand in fundamental spatiotemporal relations—
that the spatiotemporal arrangement of the ones that are matter-filled would be
as orderly as it is.18

To make this argument more precise, I must first elaborate on ORdeR, Humean
Supervenience, our background knowledge, and the relationship between likeli-
hood and intrinsic probability.

3.1 What is ORdeR?

It’s not that there is some degree of orderliness O such that ORdeR is the claim that
the spatiotemporal arrangement of the points that are matter-filled exhibits a de-
gree of orderliness greater than or equal to O. This would require an explication
of the notion of degree of orderliness, a daunting task in its own right. Moreover,
it would be far from clear what degree of orderliness we should expect given the
conjunction of Humean Supervenience and ST-F. Perhaps in the only sense of ‘de-
gree of orderliness’ that that phrase can make we should expect a high degree of
orderliness no matter what.19 And finally, the cognitive science cognoscenti will
no doubt remind us that we tend to think the world is more orderly than it is
and hence caution us against taking ORdeR so understood to be part of our total
evidence.20

Rather, what is intended by ORdeR is a claim about a specific way in which
the spatiotemporal arrangement of the points that are matter-filled is orderly.
Roughly, that the points are spatiotemporally arranged in such a way that every

18Galen Strawson [2014] exploits this point to argue against Humean Supervenience, period.
Although, his seems not to be a probabilistic argument, but something like an inference to the only
explanation of an extraordinarily surprising fact, and the extraordinarily surprising fact to which
he points is more-or-less what I will shortly say is not what I mean by ‘ORdeR’. See Beebee [2006,
§3] for a response to his argument.

In any case, even if Strawson’s argument against Humean Supervenience were cast probabilis-
tically and in terms of the ORdeR I have in mind, it should be evident that I don’t think it succeeds,
or at least not obviously so. For one thing, from the fact (for which I will argue) that L (ORdeR | HS
& ST-NF & K) > 0 it follows that L (ORdeR & HS & ST-NF & K) > 0, and hence that L (ORdeR & HS
& K) > 0. And from that fact, together with the assumption (that Strawson tacitly concedes) that
L (HS & K) > 0, it follows that L (ORdeR | HS & K) > 0. So we ought not accept the Strawsonian
premise, analogous to premise (1) of my argument, that L (ORdeR | HS & K) = 0. For another thing,
there is no non-question-begging analogous argument for his conclusion, L (¬HS | ORdeR & K)
≃ 1, since there is no non-question-begging defense of the claim—the Stawsonian analogue of my
premise (2)—that L (¬HS | K) > 0. As we shall see, I think there is a non-question-begging defense
of premise (2) of my argument.

19So claims C.S. Peirce in his reply [1878] to an argument very much like Strawson’s [2014].
20For a seminal paper, see Gilovich et al. [1985]. The literature on the so-called clustering

illusion, apophenia, and related phenomena, is of course enormous.
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matter-filled point is “adjacent” to another matter-filled point. Somewhat more
exactly: say a point x is continuous with some points, the N s, iff x is not one of
the N s, and x and the N s together constitute a continuous curve. Then say a point
is friendly iff there are matter-filled points with which it is continuous; otherwise,
say it is lonely. Then ORdeR is the claim that the points are spatiotemporally ar-
ranged in such a way that every matter-filled point is friendly. (Think of the fact
that particle trajectories are continuous.) Most exactly: it is a claim about the
friendliness of a vast number of points that are at some distance from each other.
Say that some points, the Ds, are distant from each other iff there are some neigh-
borhoods, each surrounding one of the Ds, that do not overlap one another. Let S
be a countably infinite sequence of matter-filled points that are distant from each
other.21 Then ORdeR is the claim that S1 is friendly, and S2 is friendly, and so on.

3.2 What is Humean SupeRvenience?

If Humean Supervenience is true, then there are no inexplicable constraints on
modal space. As Lewis puts it,

My main objection is that selection is not any ordinary external re-
lation; it is a modal relation. I have been tolerant—maybe too much
so—toward primitive modality; but here, the primitive modality is es-
pecially repugnant… It cannot be, for instance, that there is an abso-
lutely necessary connection (as opposed to a contingent law of nature)
whereby every charged particle must be exactly a certain distance
from another particle. It’s one thing for the particle to be charged, an-
other thing for two particles to be at a certain distance - the common
involvement of the same particle is not enough to make the alleged
connection intelligible [1986b, §3.4].

Any absolutely necessary connectionmust bemade intelligible. I take that to mean
that it cannot be inexplicable, that there must be some explanation for it.

As I have indicated, what follows from this denial of inexplicable constraints
is that there are no absolutely necessary connections between distinct existents,
in at least this sense: fundamental beings are independent of one another. And,
what I have not yet indicated, independent both with regard to possibility and
probability. Thus, with regard to possibility, how one fundamental being is fun-
damentally imposes no necessary constraints on how another fundamental being
is fundamentally, or on the fundamental relations in which they stand. So, for
instance:

21Is there such a sequence? Yes. Take some finite and continuous path C of matter-filled points
(that doesn’t intersect itself), and label one end “the origin”. Let each point x along C be labelled by
the length of the segment of C that runs from C’s origin to x divided by the total length of C. Then
let S be the countably infinite sequence of matter-filled points such that Sn is the point labelled by
the number 1

2n .
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• For any distinct fundamental beings x1 and x2 and any fundamental natures
P1 and P2 and any fundamental relation R (other than identity), if possibly
x1 instantiates P1 and possibly x2 instantiates P2 and possibly x1 stands in
R to something and possibly something stands in R to x2, then possibly x1
instantiates P1 and x2 instantiates P2 and x1 stands in R to x2

More generally, we have a Patchwork Principle for Possibilities22:

• For any pairwise distinct fundamental beings x1…xN and any fundamental
natures P1…PN and any pattern of instantiation PI among N things of some
fundamental relation R (other than identity), if possibly x1 instantiates P1 …
and possibly xN instantiates PN, and possibly x1 stands in pattern PI to some
things, … and possibly some things stand in pattern PI to xN, then possibly
x1 instantiates P1 …. and xN instantiates PN and x1, …, xN stand in pattern
PI

Supposing, as Lewis does, that spatiotemporal relations are fundamental, it is to a
truth of that form that Lewis refers in the passage cited above.

The Patchwork Principle for Possibilities follows from the denial of inexpli-
cable constraints for the simple reason that every fundamental nature and every
fundamental relation is fundamental, and so is never instantiated in virtue of any-
thing at all. Thus nothing could explain an absolutely necessary connection that
violated the Patchwork Principle for Possibilities: nothing could explain why the
“choices of fundamental natures” among available alternatives made by some fun-
damental beings (and/or their “choices of fundamental relations”) would require
certain “choices of fundamental natures” among available alternatives made by
other fundamental beings, since nothing explains those choices in the first place.23

Likewise with regard to probability: how one fundamental being is funda-
mentally ought not raise or lower the probability of whether another fundamental

22‘N’ can be replaced by any ordinal, finite or infinite.
23For a fuller discussion of this argument, see Segal [2014].

Note: It is here that I tacitly assume the falsity of counterpart theory. As I’ve formulated it, the
Patchwork Principle for Possibilites makes de re modal claims. According to counterpart theory,
such de re modal claims are to be understood as claims about a thing’s counterparts. But similarity
in extrinsic respects can be relevant to whether two things are counterparts (Lewis [1986b, pp.
88–9]). So if counterpart theory is true, there might well be some explanation of a violation of
Patchwork Principle for Possibilities. The same goes, although not as straightforwardly, for the
Patchwork Principle of Probabilities.

In truth, I could reformulate Patchwork Principle for Possibilities entirely in terms of fundamen-
tal (or intrinsic) natures, as I have done in Segal [2015], or in terms of duplicates, as Lewis (ibid.)
does. The reformulated principle follows from the denial of inexplicable constraints whether or
not counterpart theory is true, since the reformulated principle makes no de re modal claims at all.
Unfortunately, I see no way to reformulate the Patchwork Principle of Probabilities in an analogous
manner. So for the sake of consistency I formulate both of them as de re modal claims and simply
assume the falsity of counterpart theory.
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being is fundamentally such-and-such, nor should the fundamental relations in
which it stands do so, at least so far as so-called intrinsic probability is concerned.
By ‘intrinsic probability’ I mean that measure function that captures the objective
and necessary facts about how much of modal space every proposition takes up.24
Letting ‘P (*)’ represent intrinsic probability, we can put an instance of the claim
this way25:

• For any distinct fundamental beings x1 and x2 and any fundamental natures
P1 and P2 and any fundamental relation R,

P (x1 instantiates P1 & x2 instantiates P2 & x1 and x2 stand in R |
x1 and x2 exist) =
P (x1 instantiates P1 | x1 and x2 exist) * P (x2 instantiates P2 | x1
and x2 exist) * P (x1 and x2 stand in R | x1 and x2 exist)

More generally, we have a Patchwork Principle for Probabilities26:

• For any pairwise distinct fundamental beings x1…xM and any fundamental
natures P1…PM and any pattern of instantiation PI among M things of some
fundamental relation R,

P (x1 instantiates P1 &…. xN instantiates PN & xN + 1 instantiates
PN + 1 &…. xM instantiates PM & x1,…,xM stand in PI | x1,…,xM
exist) =
P (x1 instantiates P1 &…. xN instantiates PN | x1,…,xM exist) * P
(xN+1 instantiates PN+1 &…. xM instantiates PM | x1,…,xM exist) *
P (x1,…,xM stand in PI | x1,…,xM exist)

The Patchwork Principle for Probabilities follows from the denial of inexplica-
ble constraints for the same reason that its more well-known sibling does: ev-
ery fundamental nature and every fundamental relation is fundamental, and so
is never instantiated in virtue of anything at all. Thus nothing could explain an
absolutely necessary connection that violated the Patchwork Principle for Proba-
bilities: nothing could explain why the “choices of fundamental natures” among
available alternatives made by some fundamental beings (and/or their “choices
of fundamental relations”) would raise or lower the intrinsic probability of cer-
tain “choices of fundamental natures” among available alternatives made by other
fundamental beings, since nothing explains those choices in the first place.

24For a defense of the notion and its coherence, see §3.6.1.
25I define the conditional intrinsic probability P (α | β) in the usual way, as the quotient, P (α&β)

P (β)

26‘N’ and ‘M’ can be replaced by any ordinal, finite or infinite, the only constraint being that N
≤ M.
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3.3 What is OuR BacKgRound Knowledge?

What relevant information is included in our background knowledge? It includes a
fact about fundamentality, viz. the fact that being matter-filled is fundamental. It
includes a fact about loneliness, viz. the fact that a substantial number of points—
more than measure 0—are lonely. And it includes a number of facts about the
points in S, viz. the fact that they exist, and the fact that they are all matter-filled,
and the fact that they stand in such-and-such a spatiotemporal arrangement. But
it does not include the fact that they (or even some of them) are friendly. Indeed,
it includes no other facts about which other points are matter-filled (beyond the
mere fact that a substantial number of points are lonely).

3.4 IntRinsic PRobability and LiKelihood

Finally, I assume a certain link between intrinsic probability and likelihood, viz.

(*) If P(α) = P(β), then L(α) = x iff L(β) = x27

The defense of (*) is straightforward: if P(α) = P(β), then it is rationally permissible
for a subject wholly ignorant of contingent matters to believe it is. And so if a
particular, wholly ignorant subject is rationally permitted to have a credence of x
in α, she is rationally permitted to reason her way to having a credence of x in β
(and vice versa).28 She is permitted to do so by having a credence of x in α and
believing that P(α) = P(β), and so concluding that her credence in β ought to equal
her credence in α. Note well: I do not assume that necessarily, if a wholly ignorant
subject is rationally permitted to have a credence of x in the proposition that p,
then the intrinsic probability of the proposition that p equals x. That is a much
stronger claim, and one for which I have no need.

3.5 The ARgument foR a LiKelihood of ZeRo

With our elaborations in hand, we can now provide a more rigorous argument
for Premise (1).29 Let us suppose the truth of Humean Supervenience, ST-F, and K.
Thus, we are supposing, the Patchwork Principle of Probabilities is true, being con-
tinuous with is a fundamental relation30, and being matter-filled is fundamental.

27Here ‘α’ and ‘β’ are to be replaced by expressions formed in the usual way from propositional
variables, truth-functional connectives, and the conditionalization symbol.

28If α or β is replaced by an expression that contains the conditionalization symbol, then what
is intended is the ratio of her unconditional credences in the relevant propositions.

29Note: I assume here that L (HS & ST-F & K) > 0. That is safe to assume in this context, since
if it is false, (3) follows straightaway without going via premise (1).

30Or, if that relation is not itself fundamental, there is some instantiated fundamental topolog-
ical relation in virtue of which things stand in the relation being continuous with and that can
serve the purposes of my argument equally well.
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Conditional upon all that, whether the points with which a given point is continu-
ous arematter-filled is probabilistically independent ofwhether it ismatter-filled.31
That is, whether a given point is lonely or friendly is probabilistically independent
of whether it is matter-filled.

What’s more, for any Ds that are distant from each other, what’s going on
fundamentally in the immediate vicinity of any of the Ds is independent of what’s
going on fundamentally at any of the others and in the immediate vicinity of any
of the others. (This is because, by definition of ‘distant’, there are neighborhoods,
each surrounding one of the Ds, that do not overlap one another.) So whether
one of the Ds is lonely or friendly is probabilistically independent of (a) whether
any of the other Ds is lonely or friendly and (b) whether any of the Ds is matter-
filled. Since the members of S are, by stipulation, distant from each other, whether
some given member of S is lonely or friendly is probabilistically independent of
(a) whether any of the other members of S is lonely or friendly and (b) whether
any of the members of S is matter-filled.

Thus, let Cn be the proposition that Sn is friendly. Then, from (a) and (*),

L (ORdeR | HS & ST-F & K) =
∏∞

n=1 L (Cn | HS & ST-F & K)

Now, let K– be our background knowledge “minus” the facts that S1 is matter filled
and that S2 is matter-filled and so on. Then, from (b) and (*), for all n,

L (Cn | HS & ST-F & K) = L (Cn | HS & ST-F & K–)

So,

L (ORdeR | HS & ST-F & K) =
∏∞

n=1 L (Cn | HS & ST-F & K–)

Now, what is the value of L (Cn | HS & ST-F & K–)?32 How likely is it, condi-
tional upon HS and ST-F and K–, that an arbitrary point—perhaps matter-filled,
perhaps not—is friendly? It’s hard to say. I suspect it’s vanishingly small, thanks
to Humean Supervenience. But if I had a rigorous argument for that, I could have
simplified my probabilistic argument considerably. So I will not assume that the
probability is vanishingly small. But I will assume that it’s less than 1. Condition-
alizing upon our background knowledge, which includes the fact that a substantial
number of points—more than measure 0—are lonely, it has to be. But then it fol-
lows that L (ORdeR | HS & ST-F & K) = 0.

31I am appealing here to the following corollary of the Patchwork Principle for Probabilities:
For any pairwise distinct fundamental beings x1…xM and any fundamental natures P1…PM and any
pattern of instantiation PI among M things of some fundamental relation R, P (x1 instantiates P1
& x2 instantiates P2 &…. xM instantiates PM | x1,…,xM stand in PI ) = P (x1 instantiates P1 | x1,…,xM
stand in PI ) * P (x2 instantiates P2 &…. xM instantiates PM | x1,…,xM stand in PI ).

32I assume that the value of this probability is the same for all n.
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3.6 Objections

Before I move on to the next premise I consider several objections.

3.6.1 Are There Intrinsic Probabilities?

One might object that there is no such thing as intrinsic probability, no unique
measure function that captures the objective and necessary facts about how much
of modal space every proposition takes up.33 What is the intrinsic probability
of there being rice cakes? One might reasonably think there is no answer to that
question. And if there is no such thing as intrinsic probability, then the Patchwork
Principle of Probabilities is no part of Humean Supervenience: either there is no
such principle in the first place or it is trivially false and in no way follows from
the denial of inexplicable constraints.

But taking this route out of the argument is costlier than it might initially seem.
For I do not need to assume that there is a uniquemeasure function, which captures
the objective and necessary facts about howmuch of modal space a given proposi-
tion takes up. I need only assume that there is a family of such measures, such that
(i) what is true according to all of the measures in the family is just plain true (ob-
jectively and necessarily), and (ii) if Humean Supervenience is true, then the Patch-
work Principle of Probabilities holds for all of the measures in the family. Thus, if
Humean Supervenience is true, there are objective and necessary facts about the
arithmetic relationship between the probabilities of different propositions—in par-
ticular, that certain propositions are probabilistically independent—even if there
are no such facts about the probabilities of individual propositions.

And while it may not be terribly costly to deny that there are objective and
necessary facts about the probabilities of individual propositions, it’s much more
costly to deny that there are any such facts about the arithmetic relationship be-
tween the probabilities of different propositions.34 First, denying that there are
any such facts robs one of the best, and perhaps only, explanation of correspond-
ing epistemic claims. The only credence it is permissible for one to have in the
proposition that Abe favors Bernie Sanders, conditional upon just the proposition

33See F.P. Ramsey’s “Truth and Probability” in Ramsey [1960] for a classic statement of this
denial. It should be noted, however, that the central target of Ramsey’s objection is the claim that
we have knowledge in a wide range of cases of the particular values of a proposition’s intrinsic
probability, while I have nowhere in my argument assumed that we do.

34See Keynes [1921, chs. 3, 15] for an endorsement of a partial real-valued intrinsic probability
function. (See also Plantinga [1993, 150].) Keynes similarly allows that some (although not all)
propositions that are not ‘measurable’ (in his sense) can be equally, or more, or less probable than
other propositions that are not ‘measurable’. Thus, some propositions might have a lower and
upper bound for their probability, without taking on any definite value in the interval between the
bounds. Given a family of measure functions, probability has enough structure to capture those
facts. But it has more structure still, in order to make room for an arithmetic relationship between
such non-‘measurable’ propositions.
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that 75% of Democrats under the age of thirty favor Bernie Sanders and Abe is a
Democrat under the age of thirty, is 0.75. But why? Why couldn’t one rationally
have some other credence? It would seem that the only available explanation is
that it is an objective, non-epistemic fact that the ratio between the probability of
the conjunction of those propositions and the probability of the latter proposition
is 0.75.35 And if there is such an objective, non-epistemic fact, then surely it is
necessary as well. That ratio is preserved under any change in contingent reality.

Second, if there are so-called physical probabilities, as is widely assumed, then
there are objective, non-epistemic facts about the degree to which certain proposi-
tions are physically determined. For example, it will be an objective, non-epistemic
fact that it is physically determined to degree 0.8 that this radon atom will decay
in the next six days. So let us use ‘O()’ to symbolize the function that captures
those facts. Then as long as ‘O (α | O(α) = x)’ is well defined—and it is: let it be
defined as the quotient of unconditional O() probabilities, which are themselves
well-defined—it would seem to equal x, and necessarily so.36 So if, as is widely as-
sumed, there are objective, non-epistemic facts about the degree to which certain
propositions are physically determined, then there are objective, non-epistemic,
and necessary facts about the ratios of certain probabilities.

So there is good reason to believe that there are objective and necessary facts
about the ratios of certain probabilities. But if there are such facts, then there
is the family of measure functions that agree on all those facts. And if Humean
Supervenience is true, then the Patchwork Principles of Probabilities holds for
each of the measures in that family, for the same reason that we thought it held for
the uniquely correct measure function, viz. the denial of inexplicable constraints.37

35See van Inwagen [1998].
36I assume that if ‘O(α)’ is well-defined, then so is ‘O(O(α) = x)’, and that if ‘O(α)’ and ‘O(β)’

are well-defined, then so is ‘O(α & β)’. I further assume that if the physical probability of α is x,
then the physical probability of the proposition that the physical probability of α is x, is 1. It is,
after all, completely physically determined that those are the physical probabilities.

37Objection: one (or more) of the functions in the family can exhibit necessary connections
of the sort prohibited by the Patchwork Principle, provided that at least one other function in the
family doesn’t exhibit such necessary connections: it wouldn’t then be true that there are necessary
connections of the prohibited sort, since it wouldn’t be true according to all functions in the family
that there are. (Thanks to an anonymous reviewer for this journal for raising this objection.)

Reply: while it wouldn’t be true that there are necessary connections of the prohibited sort,
it also wouldn’t be true that there aren’t such necessary connections, since it wouldn’t be true
according to all functions in the family that there aren’t. There would thus be no fact of the matter
as to whether there are or aren’t. But first, it is hard (for me anyway) to see how there could be
this sort of truth-value gap, once it’s granted that there are objective and necessary facts about
the ratios of certain probabilities. And second, the denial of inexplicable constraints has a nearly
equally plausible extension: if there needs to be an explanation for any “gap” in modal space, there
would presumably need to be an explanation of there being no fact of the matter as to whether a
particular “gap” in modal space is filled. So then that extended denial of inexplicable constraints
would be reason for thinking it true that there aren’t necessary connections of the sort prohibited
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But then the rest of the argument goes through as before, with (**) in place of
(*):

(**) If for all Pi, Pi(α) = Pi(β), then L(α) = x iff L(β) = x.38

If (*) is plausible, but for the nonexistence of a unique intrinsic probability function,
then we ought to accept (**) in its stead.

3.6.2 Does Quantum Mechanics Muck Things Up?

One might object that quantum mechanics mucks up the argument in some way.
Or, more precisely, that certain interpretations of the quantum mechanical formal-
ism do some mucking.

On some interpretations, the state of the universe at a time, including the po-
sitions of all the particles at that time, is entirely given by the wavefunction. And
further, on some such interpretations, the wavefunction (at least much of the time)
fails to specify determinate positions for the particles; rather it specifies for each
particle and each position a probability of the particle’s being at that position.
Putting the point in terms of our working framework of spacetime, the wavefunc-
tion (at least much of the time for most of the points) fails to specify whether it is
matter-filled or not; rather, it specifies a value (between 0 and 1) for each point in
spacetime that represents (something like) the degree to which it is matter-filled
or the probability of its being matter-filled. It specifies a quantity rather than a
quality.

And this seems to muck up the foregoing discussion in rather important ways.
For one thing, ORdeR—which is formulated in terms of the quality, being matter-
filled (and others “built up” from it)—is not true and should not be part of our total
evidence. And while that’s irrelevant to the truth or falsity of premise (1), it guts
the significance of the argument’s conclusion.

Moreover, it is not the case, as I claimed, that most of the points in spacetime
are not matter-filled, at least not in the relevant sense. (That is, it might be true
that most do not have the quality, being matter-filled. But it’s also true that most
of them are matter-filled to some positive degree or with some positive probability.
They’re not, as we might say, matter-empty.) And so my claim to the contrary is
not, or ought not to be, part of our background knowledge.

Quantum mechanics has a way of mucking things up. But, contrary to ap-
pearances, I don’t think this is one of those things. If some such interpretation
of the formalism is correct, then some of the details of the argument will have to
be modified, but not its essentials. Consider the state space (a Hilbert space) H in
which each point represents a possible quantum-mechanical state of all the parti-
cles (that is, a possible wavefunction of the universe) at a single time. Say that a

by the Patchwork Principle.
38The domain of quantification is the set of measure functions in the family.
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point in that state space is occupied, full stop, if there is some time t such that the
possible wavefunction represented by that point is the actual wavefunction of the
universe at t. No matter what interpretation one gives to the quantum-mechanical
formalism there is a countably infinite sequence S* of occupied, friendly* points
in H that are distant from each other.39 If one of the “problematic” interpretations
of the quantum mechanical formalism is right, then let ORdeR* be the claim that
S*1 is friendly* , and S*2 is friendly*, and so on.40

I claim that, like with regard to ORdeR, ORdeR* has a likelihood of zero given
the conjunction of Humean Supervenience and ST-F, and for the same reason.
The same claims of probabilistic independence that held true of the elements of
S hold true of the elements of S*. (With the obvious adjustments: whether some
given member of S* is lonely* or friendly* is probabilistically independent of (a)
whether any of the other members of S* is lonely* or friendly* and (b) whether
any of the members of S is occupied.) But not because being continuous* with
is a fundamental relation. It probably isn’t. Metrical and topological relations be-
tween points in an abstract space such as H are probably internal (in the sense
that they are settled by the intrinsic natures of the relata), and the points in that
space are probably not even fundamental.41 In any case, their being so is con-
trary to the assumption we made at the outset as to the nature of the fundamental
beings. Rather, it is because any failure of probabilistic independence of loneli-
ness*/friendliness* and occupationwith regard to those points entails a correspond-
ing failure of probabilistic independence of the fundamental features and funda-
mental relations—including the spatiotemporal ones—with regard to the genuinely
fundamental points. If spatiotemporal relations are fundamental—and Humean
Supervenience is true—then the fact that a certain possible wavefunction is the
actual wavefunction at a certain time won’t raise or lower the intrinsic probability
that other possible wavefunctions (even ones that are continuous* with the first)
are actual at other times: what goes on at one time is probabilistically independent
of what goes on at different times.

39Say a point x is continuous* with some points, the N s, iff x is not one of the N s, and x and the
N s together constitute a continuous curve in H. Then say a point is friendly* iff there are occupied
points in H with which it is continuous*; otherwise, say it is lonely*.

According to a number of the “problematic” interpretations of the QM formalism—even one
version of the “collapse theory” (the so-called CSL model)—every occupied point in that state space
is friendly*. But it suffices for our purposes that there are infinitely many occupied, friendly* points
in H, and there are even according to standard versions of the collapse theory, since even according
to those versions the wavefunction doesn’t evolve in a way that is everywhere discontinuous.

40And our background knowledge, K, includes the fact that S*1 and S*2 and so on are occupied.
But it does not include the fact that S*1 is friendly*, or that S*2 is friendly*, and so on. Indeed, it
includes no other facts about which points are occupied.

41To forestall confusion, the Hilbert space under discussion is not the same as the 3N-
dimensional configuration space (N is the number of particles). Some have argued that the latter
is the fundamental concrete space. For discussion, see the papers in Albert and Ney [2012].
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3.6.3 Why HS?

Finally, one might object that if my argument for premise (1) succeeds, then an
analogous argument will succeed in showing that ORdeR has a likelihood of 0
conditional upon the negation of HS.42 That is, that,

1’. L (ORdeR | ¬HS & ST-F & K) = 0

For even more “robust” views about laws make ORdeR no more likely than their
Humean counterpart does. Just insofar as those views go—and ignoring contin-
gent matters—there might well be no laws at all, let alone laws that ensure that the
matter-filled points are arranged so as to make ORdeR true. Indeed, the nature of
laws all by itself would seem to have no probabilistic bearing on what laws there
are and whether they ensure an orderly world.

And then since a premise analogous to (2) would seem to be true if the original
is, we can conclude,

5’. L (ST-NF | ¬HS & ORdeR & K) = 1

Although we can’t go on to infer anything about Radical Pluralism conditional
upon ¬HS—since there is no plausible analogue of (6)—we can still infer from (5)
and (5’) the following very striking conclusion:

5”. L (ST-NF | ORdeR & K) = 1

That is: conditional just upon the meager background knowledge we have speci-
fied and the orderliness we observe, there is a likelihood of 1 that spatiotemporal
relations are not fundamental! If our argument leads to that conclusion, the ob-
jection goes, then something must be amiss with our argument.

If my argumentwere indeed to lead to that conclusion, I’d be prepared to follow
it where it led. But I don’t think it does. Set aside the interesting but wrongheaded
reply that according to a necessitarian view of laws, the laws are necessary truths,
and hence even an agent wholly ignorant of contingent truths, but knowledgable
about necessary matters, would know the laws and hence could rationally have a
non-zero conditional credence in ORdeR.43

42Thanks to an anonymous reviewer for this journal for helping me see the need to address this
objection.

43This reply is wrongheaded since even according to the necessitarian view, it is still a contin-
gent matter that the properties and relations that figure into the actual laws are instantiated: we
might have had schmass instead of mass and schmatiotemporal relations instead of spatiotemporal
relations, or we might have had nothing at all like either of them. (On some versions of necessitar-
ianism this contingency leads to a contingency in the laws themselves: what’s necessary are the
conditionals, that if such-and-such properties and relations are instantiated, then these-and-those
laws (in which those properties and relations figure) are true. The issue of whether this further
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And set aside the more promising but still controversial reply that certain non-
Humean views on the nature of laws do in fact make it more probable that there
are laws that ensure the world is orderly.44

The correct and simpler reply, I think, is as follows. HS is a conjunction of
theses (four, as I’ve parcelled them out). The denial of HS is thus a disjunction
of denials; so there are several ways for HS to be false. One such way is for it
to be false that: there are no inexplicable constraints on modal space, and hence the
fundamental nature of each fundamental being is independent of those of all the other
fundamental beings and of the fundamental relations in which it stands to the rest of
them. It is that plank of HS—and not the plank that endorses a broadly Humean
view of laws—that does the heavy lifting in our argument for premise (1). So there
is no analogous argument for (1’), not because the “shift” to a non-Humean views
of laws would matter for the argument, but because a “shift” to a non-Humean
view on absolutely necessary connections between distinct existents—i.e. to a view
according to which there are absolutely necessary connections between distinct
existents—would very much matter for the argument. If there are such necessary
connections, then whether a given member of S is friendly might well raise or
lower the probability of whether another member of S is friendly or matter-filled.45

4 Interlude: Proposed Analysis

Premise (2) of the larger argument is that the likelihood of ORdeR given the
conjunction of Humean Supervenience and ST-NF is greater than zero. The claim

contingency obtains doesn’t matter for our purposes.) Thus, our agent who is omniscient with
respect to necessary truths still won’t be rational in having a non-zero conditional credence in
ORdeR, if our original argument for (1) succeeds. Thanks to the anonymous reviewer who raised
the objection for noting the wrongheadedness of this reply.

44See Hildebrand [2013].
45One might now wonder whether my argument at the very least establishes:

5”’. L (ST-NF | HS(a-b) & ORdeR & K) = 1 (where HS(a-b) is the conjunction of the first two
planks of HS).

The answer, I believe, is yes. But not because we have equally good reason to believe,

1”’. L (ORdeR | HS(a-b) & ¬HS(c-d) & ST-F & K) = 0, and

2”’. L (ORdeR | HS(a-b) & ¬HS(c-d) & ST-NF & K) > 0

We don’t, because we don’t have equally good reason to believe that L (HS(a-b) & ¬HS(c-d) & ST-
NF & K) > 0: at several points in my argument (§5.2) for the claim that L (HS & BSA-ST & K) > 0
(and hence L (HS & ST-NF & K) > 0), I rely on the analogy between a Humean view of laws and a
“Humean” view of spacetime.

Rather, it’s because HS(a-b) entails HS, as I’ve argued in Segal [2015]. So L (HS & ORdeR & K |
HS(a-b) & ORdeR & K) = 1. That, conjoined with (5), implies (5”’).
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that things do not stand in any fundamental spatiotemporal relations, which is part
of whatwe are conditionalizing upon, is neutral onwhether anything stands in any
spatiotemporal relations at all, whether spatiotemporal relations can be finitely
analyzed in terms of fundamental features, and if so, how. But while that’s so,
my argument for premise (2) goes by way of arguing for a corresponding premise
regarding a particular analysis of spatiotemporal relations. (For reasons that will
shortly become apparent, I shall call the analysis in question the ‘Best System
Analysis of (Lawhood and) Spacetime’, or ‘BSA-ST’ for short.) That is, I will argue
for this claim:

2*. L (ORdeR | HS & BSA-ST & K) > 0

Since BSA-ST entails ST-NF—the former is one way the latter could turn out
to be true—(2*) entails (2).46

But, of course, I need to spell out what BSA-ST says in order to argue for (2*).
BSA-ST is inspired by Lewis’s Best System Account of lawhood.47 Indeed, it is an
extension of it: it is a Best System Account of lawhood and spatioemporal rela-
tions taken together.48 Hence the name, “Best System Analysis of (Lawhood and)

46From (2*) it follows that both L (ORdeR & HS & BSA-ST & K) and L (HS & BSA-ST & K) are
greater than zero. From which it follows that both L (ORdeR & HS & ST-NF & K) and L (HS &
ST-NF & K) are greater than zero.

47See, inter alia, Lewis [1983] and Lewis [1994].
48Lewis [1994, §4] pursues a similar strategy regarding lawhood and chances. He gives a Best

System Account of lawhood and chances taken together, so as to avoid either taking chances as
fundamental or neglecting probabilistic laws.

Theodore Sider [2001, §6.5] likewise pursues a similar strategy regarding lawhood and geniden-
tity. He gives a Best System Account of lawhood and genidentity taken together, so as to avoid
analyzing lawhod in terms of genidentity (the laws only take account of, or apply to, things whose
stages stand in the genidentity relation) and genidentity in terms of lawhood (genidentity is a
matter of earlier stages standing in certain causal or nomic relations to later stages).

It is noteworthy that because BSA-ST implies that both spatiotemporal relations and lawhood
are non-fundamental, what is perhaps the most serious objection to Julian Barbour’s [1994a, 1994b,
1999] version of the view that temporal relations are not fundamental (although spatial relations
and a relation of simultaneity are) has no application to BSA-ST.The objection I have inmind is that
on his view the laws, which are fundamental, are either sensitive to facts that are not themselves
fundamental or implausibly convoluted. If the laws are identical to what physicists typically take
them to be—differential equations, whose terms are derivatives with respect to time—then they are
sensitive to facts that are not themselves fundamental. But how could there be fundamental laws,
and hence fundamental truths, that say how things evolve in time if fundamentally there is no
time? To avoid that problem Barbour in fact maintains (if I have him right) that the real laws, the
laws that are fundamental and fundamentally laws, are not exactly what physicists typically take
them to be. Instead, the real laws are something like this: the hyperplanes of simultaneity could be
ordered so that such-and-such differential equations hold of them. Or, alternatively, something like
this: the hyperplanes of simultaneity are as if they are ordered so that such-and-such differential
equations hold of them. But this introduces the problem of convolution. As Frank Arntzenius puts
it:
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Spacetime”. Roughly, the analysis is this: the correct spatiotemporal arrangement
of such-and-such fundamental beings is the arrangement ST that permits the best
axiomatization of the state of affairs, such-and-such fundamental beings being ST-
arranged, and the correct laws are the axioms of the best axiomatization.49

Here’s a more fleshed-out version. First, say that

‘<L, ST> is a candidate assignment to U’ =df

1. U is the set of fundamental beings
2. ST is an arrangement of (i.e., a specification of a topology and a

metric for) the members of U
3. L is a set of statements that (a) are consistent with the set of

fundamental beings being isomorphic to U with respect to fun-
damental natures, and (b) jointly entail that if the set of funda-
mental beings is isomorphic to U with respect to fundamental
natures, then the members of that set are in arrangement ST50

Now, this seems a strange kind of theory to me. Indeed, it seems to me that in the
relevant sense of ‘simple’ or ‘plausible’ it is not a simple or plausible theory. One
way to see this is to realize that if such a theory is counted as simple, then we can
easily manufacture lots of ‘simple’ theories which get rid of just about any objects,
quantities, or properties that one wishes to get rid of for whatever reason. For
instance, we could get rid of the quantity ‘electrical charge’ by adopting a theory
which says: ‘There is no such quantity as electrical charge, but there is a way of
assigning (make-believe) electrical charge values to all the objects in the universe
such that the usual laws (of electromagnetism) hold relative to that assignment’.
[2012, p. 32]

This strikes me as right. (Although, as Arntzenius notes, it’s hard to say precisely what’s non-
simple about these theories. He refers the reader to Dorr [2010] for a probing attempt to say it
more precisely.) Of course, there are truths that are not simple, and the true and complete theory
of the world might be rather complex. But the point remains that complexity of this sort must
count, and count strongly, against any theory that exhibits it.

According to BSA-ST, on the other hand, no law is fundamentally a law, and some (perhaps
all) laws might not be fundamental at all. So there is nothing objectionable about the laws being
identical to what physicists typically take them to be: differential equations, whose terms are
derivatives with respect to time. The problem of convolution does not arise, of course. But neither
does the problem of sensitivity to facts that are not themselves fundamental. Non-fundamental
facts—which is what the laws are, or could well be—can be sensitive to facts that are not themselves
fundamental. So even though spatiotemporal relations are not fundamental, the laws can say how
things evolve in time.

49My proposal should not be confused with the one Nick Huggett [2006] puts forward, although
his is also billed as a Best System Account of spacetime. His is a Best System Account of the metric
structure of spacetime, assuming that at least some spatiotemporal relation, such as distance, is
fundamental.

50Two sets A and B are isomorphic with respect to fundamental natures iff there is a one-to-one
mapping f from A to B such that for any fundamental nature N and any x ∈ A, f (x) instantiates
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Notice that the third condition guarantees that for any given set of all the funda-
mental beings, no set of statements can be paired with more than one arrangement
to generate different candidate assignments to that set. This allows us to simply
compare the strength and simplicity of candidate sets of sentences, in order to
determine which is the right candidate: the winning candidate set of sentences
automatically brings with it the winning arrangement. That is, we can say that,

‘<L, ST> is the correct assignment to U’ =df

1. <L, ST> is a candidate assignment to U
2. For any L* and ST* such that (a) the conjunction of L’s members

is not equivalent to the conjunction of L*’s members and (b) <L*,
ST*> is a candidate assignment to U, L strikes a better balance of
strength and simplicity than L*

The laws are the members of the first element of the correct assignment to the
set of all fundamental beings, and all the fundamental beings are spatiotemporally
arranged according to the second element of that correct assignment. That’s just
what it is to be a law and just what it is for the fundamental beings to be spa-
tiotemporally arranged suchwise. And spatiotemporal relations more generally—
ones that hold among non-fundamental beings if such there be—are to be analyzed
in terms of the spatiotemporal arrangement of the fundamental beings, perhaps
along with other relations such as parthood or set-membership.

So goes the fleshed-out version of BSA-ST. Or almost. It needs just one tweak.
As it stands it certainly delivers the wrong results as to how the actual funda-
mental beings—the points—are spatiotemporally arranged. For there is some spa-
tiotemporal arrangement ST of the points according to which all the continuous
time-like curves of matter-filled points are inertial ones (“straight” lines). (As we’d
ordinarily put it: nothing accelerates.) But then consider the pair, <L, ST>, where
L is the singleton set whose sole member is the statement that all the continuous
time-like curves of matter-filled points are inertial ones. That pair is a candidate
assignment to the set of points. And it would seem to be the correct assignment,
since it’s hard to imagine another set of “candidate statements” that is as simple
and powerful as L.51 But then the points are arranged in such a way that all the
continuous time-like curves of matter-filled points are inertial ones. And that is
evidently not so.

N iff x instantiates N. For the definition of ‘fundamental nature’, see nt. 5.
The need for condition (a) is to avoid trivial satisfaction of condition (b).
51In any case, even if there is, the members of that set are certainly inconsistent with the points

being spatiotemporally arranged the way they actually are. Then we can use that set to make the
same point.
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So let us modify the analysis by adding another feature of an axiomatization
that is to be balanced alongside power and simplicity (and perhaps fit) in deter-
mining which is the best axiomatization of the fundamental facts. The catalogue
of virtues that contribute to being the best such axiomatization of course includes
power and simplicity, but should also includewhat I will call sensitivity: sensitivity
is a matter of being appropriately sensitive to the fundamental properties. Things
with different masses ought to be behave differently, and likewise for things with
different charge, spin, or whatnot. Or at least the more some axiomatization says
they do, the more sensitive that axiomatization is. And an axiomatization of the
fundamental facts needs to strike the best balance between power, simplicity, and
sensitivity.52 The “candidate statement” that says that all the continuous time-like
curves of matter-filled points are inertial ones may be simpler and more powerful
than the actual laws, but the latter are far more sensitive than the former.

That sensitivity is indeed a desideratum of the laws, just as much power and
simplicity are, is reflected in scientific practice. Physicists go about discovering the
fundamental properties and laws of nature together: they wouldn’t claim to have
discovered a fundamental property unless they also claimed to have uncovered
laws in which those properties figure.53

5 Premise 2: Likelihood of ORdeR

Now we are in a position to argue for (2*), the claim that L (ORdeR | HS &
BSA-ST & K) > 0. Since the conditional likelihood is defined as the quotient,
L(ORdeR&HS&BSA−ST&K)

L(HS&BSA−ST&K)
, premise (2*) is true if and only if both the numerator

52Note well that a set of statements might be quite sensitive—perhaps maximally sensitive—
and still entail that in certain circumstances particular things with different masses will behave
just the same; what’s more, they might entail that in certain kinds of circumstances all things
with different masses will behave just the same. Indeed, that’s how things actually are. Newton’s
second law says that the acceleration a body undergoes is proportional to the force exerted on it
and inversely proportional to its own mass. And the law of universal gravitation says (in part) that
the gravitational force exerted on a body is proportional to its mass. Each is sensitive to a thing’s
own mass. But the conjunction of those two laws entails what Galileo had already noted: that
two bodies subject only to their mutual gravitational force will experience the same acceleration
regardless of their masses.

53See Lewis [1983]: “Of course, the discovery of natural properties is inseparable from the
discovery of laws. For an excellent reason to think that some hitherto unsuspected natural prop-
erties are instantiated—properties deserving of recognition by physics, the quark colours as they
might be—is that without them, no satisfactory system of laws can be found…Thus my account
explains…why the scientific investigation of laws and of natural properties is a package deal; why
physicists posit natural properties such as the quark colours in order to posit the laws in which
those properties figure, so that laws and natural properties get discovered together.” (emphasis
mine)
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and denominator are greater than zero. I will first argue that supposing the de-
nominator, L (HS & BSA-ST & K), is greater than zero, the numerator, L (ORdeR
& HS & BSA-ST & K), is also greater than zero. And then I will argue that the
denominator is indeed greater than zero.

5.1 How LiKely is ORdeR (given BSA-ST)?

We are tentatively supposing that L (HS & BSA-ST & K) is greater than zero. So
that conjunction, HS & BSA-ST & K, “takes up” a positive amount of likelihood
space. And the question before us is: does its conjunction with ORdeR likewise
“take up” a positive amount of likelihood space? Equivalently, what proportion of
the space “taken up” by HS & BSA-ST & K is “taken up” by ORdeR & HS & BSA-ST
& K: is it zero or positive?

In addressing this question, the first thing to note is that there is no argument
analogous to the one in §3 that will establish an answer of zero. As we’ve noted,
BSA-ST entails that spatiotemporal relations are not fundamental. So there’s no
good reason to think that conditional upon the conjunction of Humean Superve-
nience and BSA-ST (and K), whether a given member of S is friendly is probabilis-
tically independent of whether it is matter-filled: being continuous with won’t
be a fundamental relation (and nor will any other topological relation). And thus
the fact that a given point is matter-filled might well raise the probability that it is
friendly.

But we can say more. Not only do we have no argument for a conditional
likelihood of zero, given what BSA-ST says we have good reason to think that it’s
non-zero. Our background knowledge K is somewhatmeager, but it still saysmuch
about the points in S, viz. that they exist, that they are matter-filled, and that they
are in the particular spatiotemporal arrangement that they are–which implies that
there is in fact spatiotemporal structure. Conditional upon all of this—and upon
the conjunction of BSA-ST and HS (and the rest of K)—how likely is ORdeR?

I grant that it’s hard to give an exact or even approximate answer here. But
I think it would be irrational to be absolutely certain that ORdeR is false, or even
to fail to have some non-zero credence in ORdeR. For given what our background
knowledge says, the truth of ORdeR permits a vast simplification of the system
of laws, as compared to those “embeddings” of the points in S according to which
ORdeR is false. And being a very simple system contributes to a significant extent
to being the best system. But BSA-ST says (roughly) that things are spatiotempo-
rally arranged in exactly that arrangement that permits the best system of laws. So
taking BSA-ST (and K and HS) for granted, it seems rational to have at least some
non-zero degree of confidence that the points in S do indeed lie on continuous
matter-filled curves.54

54For those still skeptical, I should note that K can be enriched further in ways that don’t
threaten the argument for premise (1). In particular, it can include a specification of the full-
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5.2 How LiKely is BSA-ST?

The next and final order of business is to defend the claim that L (HS & BSA-ST
& K) is non-zero. My aim here is modest. I merely seek to show that there is no
decisive objection against the conjunction of BSA-ST and Humean Supervenience.
Or, at least that there is no decisive objection against the conjunction that isn’t an
equally decisive objection against Humean Supervenience all by itself. If I succeed
in showing that, then assuming, as we are, that L (HS & K) is non-zero, it seems
that I will have succeeded in showing that L (HS & BSA-ST & K) is likewise non-
zero. An adherent of Humean Supervenience ought not to be so confident in the
falsity of BSA-ST that she gives it no (positive) credence at all.

I will consider two objections to BSA-ST (and hence to its conjunction with
Humean Supervenience). In both cases, I argue that if the objection is decisive,
then one very much like it with the same force can be levelled at Humean Super-
venience itself. Of course, this response does nothing to show that the objections
are misguided, when targeting BSA-ST or Humean Supervenience or their con-
junction. But the response does show that the objections are misguided, when
targeting premise (2) of my argument. And of course, there might be other deci-
sive objections to the conjunction of BSA-ST and Humean Supervenience that are
not objections to Humean Supervenience. But I am not aware of any.55

blown fundamental natures of each of the points in S. And if the fundamental natures are chosen
judiciously–and the spatiotemporal arrangement of the points in S is further specified in a judi-
cious way–then the conditional likelihood of ORdeR will be even more evidently non-zero. For
example, we might specify that all of the points in S have the very same fundamental nature, and
that they are arranged in such a way that they would lie on a single, continuous, inertial path if
they were to be connected one to the other via continuous, inertial paths. (In the construction of
S in nt.21 we could have started with a finite, continuous, and inertial path.) These further speci-
fications and concomitant enrichments of K would not affect my argument for premise (1), since
even conditionalizing upon that enriched K (together with HS & ST-F), the friendliness of a given
point is probabilistically independent both of its own fundamental nature and of the friendliness
of the other points in S.

But I acknowledge that I have not given any argument for a nonzero likelihood, conditional
upon BSA-ST and HS and (even the enriched) K: I have provided nothing more than what I take to
be a good reason—and which I think many readers will also take to be a good reason—to think it’s
nonzero. Recall, however, that my aim is to explore one possible avenue to Radical Pluralism, not
to compel everyone to believe it.

55Some philosophers have objected to theories in quantum cosmology according to which
“spacetime is emergent” on the grounds that such views are empirically incoherent: if the the-
ory is true, goes the objection, then we can have no empirical evidence for it. (See Maudlin [2007a]
and Barrett [1999].)

To the extent that I understand the objection, I believe it targets theories that eliminate spacetime
and spatiotemporal relations, or at the very least fail to imply either the existence of spacetime or
the instantiation of spatiotemporal relations. In J.S. Bell’s [2004] terminology, the theories either
fail to imply or explicitly deny that spacetime regions and spatiotemporal things are beables. But
BSA-ST does no such thing. BSA-ST implies that if there are some fundamental beings, then they
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5.2.1 Scientifically Revisionary

One might object to BSA-ST on the grounds that it has implications that are sci-
entifically revisionary. For if BSA-ST is true, then the actual laws jointly entail
that if the set of fundamental beings is isomorphic under duplication to the actual
points, then the members of that set are in the spatiotemporal arrangement they
are actually in. But then the actual laws say more, and less is nomologically pos-
sible, than scientific practice suggests. For scientists take to be models of the laws
scenarios in which the spatiotemporal distribution of matter-filled points (prop-
ertied just as the actual matter-filled points) differs from the actual distribution.
(Consider models in which the initial conditions differ from actuality, but only
in spatiotemporal respects.) And if scientists take these scenarios to be models of
the laws, then, the objection concludes, we ought to take them to be nomologically
possible, contrary to BSA-ST. Call this the Objection from Scientific Revision.

Here I say that the Objection from Scientific Revision is a decisive objection
against BSA-ST only if there is an objection very much like it that is equally deci-
sive against Humean Supervenience. But showing this requires some care.

Let’s first introduce a distinction between two senses inwhich a scenariomight
be said to be nomologically possible (relative to a possible world):

• ‘S is a nomologically possible1 scenario in w’ =df S is compossible with the
truth of those claims that are laws in w, i.e. there is a world w’ such that S
obtains in w’ and the propositions that are laws in w are true in w’

• ‘S is a nomologically possible2 scenario in w’ =df S is compossible with the
lawhood of those claims that are laws in w, i.e. there is a world w’ such that
S obtains in w’ and the propositions that are laws in w are laws in w’

A scenario might be nomologically possible1 in w while not being nomologically
possible2 in w, but not vice versa.56

TheObjection fromScientific Revision requires a premise employing only nomo-
logical possibility1, since my proposed analysis has as a consequence that any sce-
nario in which the spatiotemporal distribution of matter-filled points (propertied

are spatiotemporally arranged in some way or other; and if BSA-ST is right, then it of course
implies that if there are some fundamental beings, then they are spatiotemporally arranged in such-
and-such a way, where that is the way they actually are arranged. So BSA-ST is not empirically
incoherent, even if the quantum cosmological theories in question are.

I should acknowledge that Lewis’s Modal Realism gives rise to a decisive objection to the con-
junction of Humean Supervenience and BSA-ST that isn’t a decisive objection to Humean Super-
venience all by itself (see nt. 7). So I should make explicit that the denial of Modal Realism is part
of our background knowledge: it is an unfortunate consequence of this that my argument would
not move the greatest latter-day denier of necessary connections.

56As long as lawhood entails truth and what is a law in one world could be true but not a law
in another world.
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just as the actual matter-filled points) differs from the actual distribution is not
even nomologically possible1. That is, the Objection from Scientific Revision re-
quires only this premise:

• Scientific Modeling1: If scientists take a certain scenario to be a model of
the laws, then we ought to take that scenario to be nomologically possible1,

not its stronger counterpart that employs nomological possibility2:
• Scientific Modeling2: If scientists take a certain scenario to be a model of
the laws, then we ought to take that scenario to be nomologically possible2

And Scientific Modeling1 isn’t inconsistent with Humean Supervenience, nor
does it obviously commit one to the falsity of Humean Supervenience.

But it seems to me that we have reason to believe Scientific Modeling1 only
if we have equally good reason to believe Scientific Modeling2. For presumably
our reason to believe the former goes something like this: If scientists take a cer-
tain scenario to be a model of the laws, then they are taking that scenario to be
one of the ways the world could have unfolded in accordance with the laws. But
then they are taking the scenario to be nomologically possible2. And so we too
ought to take it to be nomologically possible2. And if we ought to take it to be
nomologically possible2, then we ought to take it to be nomologically possible1.
And so we ought to take it to be nomologically possible1. As is manifest, if this
provides us with good reason to believe Scientific Modeling1 then it provides
us equally good reason to believe Scientific Modeling2.

And if Scientific Modeling2 is true, then we ought to deny Humean Su-
pervenience. For scientists take an empty world (a possible world in which no
spacetime point is matter-filled), for example, as a model of the actual laws, as
well as of other rival sets of laws; that is, of other possible laws whose lawhood
entails counterfactuals incompatible with those entailed by the lawhood of the ac-
tual laws. And so if Scientific Modeling2 is true, then we ought to think there’s
a possible empty world in which the actual laws are the laws and a possible empty
world in which a rival set of laws are the laws.57 But they can’t very well be laws
in the same world since the lawhood of the one entails counterfactuals incompat-
ible with those entailed by the lawhood of the others. So we ought to think there
are two possible empty worlds. And yet if Humean Supervenience is true, there
is only one empty world. So if Scientific Modeling2 is true, then we ought to
deny Humean Supervenience.58

To summarize: the Objection from Scientific Reasoning is decisive only if we
have a decisive reason to believe Scientific Modeling1. And we have a deci-
sive reason to believe Scientific Modeling1 only if we have a decisive reason

57I assume that if Scientific Modeling2 is true, then so is a generalized version thereof that
applies not only to the actual laws but to merely possible laws.

58See Maudlin [2007b, p. 67-8] for a version of this argument.
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to believe Scientific Modeling2. And we have a decisive reason to believe Sci-
entific Modeling2 only if we have a decisive reason to believe something such
that if that thing is true, then we ought to deny Humean Supervenience. So the
Objection from Scientific Revision is a decisive objection against BSA-ST only if
there is an objection very much like it that is equally decisive against Humean
Supervenience itself.

But wait: onemight point out an objection in the vicinity of the Objection from
Scientific Revision—it’s a truncated version of that objection—that has no parallel
objection to Humean Supervenience itself. Instead of going on to note that BSA-
ST forecloses certain nomological possibilities that are countenanced by scientific
practice, which is something we can say about Humean Supervenience itself, the
truncated objection stops after noting that if BSA-ST is true, then the actual laws
say more—there are, in effect, more laws—than those of which scientists speak.
And one might think that that all by itself is objectionable, and objectionable in
a way that Humean Supervenience isn’t. Humean Supervenience does not imply
that there are more laws than those of which scientists speak, even if it forecloses
certain nomological possibilities2 that are countenanced by scientific practice. Call
this the Truncated Objection from Scientific Revision.

There is, I acknowledge, an added cost here to BSA-ST over bare Humean Su-
pervenience.59 And perhaps the cost is high. But is it so high that the Truncated
Objection from Scientific Revision constitutes a decisive objection to BSA-ST? It
seem to me that it doesn’t, if the original Objection from Scientific Revision does
not itself constitute such an objection. It’s not as though the actual laws would be

59One might think that the cost can be avoided entirely by modifying BSA-ST. In particular, we
can let BSA-ST go silent on lawhood and explicit on nomological possibility. That is, instead of the
analysis concluding that “the laws are the members of the first element of the correct assignment to
the set of all fundamental beings…that’s just what it is to be a law…,” it’ll conclude as follows: “the
nomologically possible scenarios/propositions are the scenarios/propositions that are compossible
with the truth of all the members of the first element of the correct assignment to the set of all
fundamental beings…that’s just what it is to be nomologically possible.” (And the nomologically
necessary scenarios/propositions are those whose negations are not nomologically possible.) So
stated, BSA-ST itself says nothing aboutwhat the laws are, just aboutwhat’s nomologically possible
(where that latter notion is not to be defined in the manner of either nomological possibility1 or
nomological possibility2). In particular, it doesn’t say that all the members of the first element of
the correct assignment are laws, and so isn’t subject to the Truncated Objection.

But we can ask what the conceptual relationship between lawhood and nomological possibil-
ity/necessity is supposed to be: is it the case that the laws entail every nomologically necessary
truth or not? Well, either they do or they don’t. If they do, then the Truncated Objection rears its
head again, since the laws of which the scientists speak don’t entail every nomologically necessary
truth; the laws of which they speak are strictly weaker than the conjunction of all nomologically
necessary truths. So the actual laws must be stronger, must say more, than the laws of which the
scientists speak. If, on the other hand, it’s not the case that the laws entail every nomologically
necessary truth, then that’s a cost in its own right. It would mean that there are truths that are
nomologically necessary but not required by the laws. But what could that mean? I would have
thought that would be a conceptual falsehood.
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inconsistent with or independent of the laws of which scientists speak, supposing
BSA-ST is correct: the actual laws would properly include—in the sense of strictly
entailing—the scientists’ laws. They would just add some extra content. And the
stick-to-her-guns adherent of Humean Supervenience has already conceded that
on her view, there are scenarios that scientists take to be models of the laws but
which could not have unfolded in accordance with the laws, i.e. that the scientists
have not fully grasped what the laws demand. It seems to me then that a Humean
ought not be so antecedently confident that the content of the actual laws is ex-
hausted by what scientists speak of that she gives BSA-ST no (positive) credence
at all before considering the evidence of ORdeR.

5.2.2 Perceptual Judgment

One might object to BSA-ST on the grounds that it is inconsistent with the ratio-
nality of our ordinary perceptual judgments. For according to BSA-ST, spatiotem-
poral relations are extrinsic. Indeed, they are global, in that they are extrinsic to
absolutely everything. In order to ascertain whether some things stand in a cer-
tain spatiotemporal relation, God would have to survey the whole universe, and,
moreover, see that there wasn’t anything else in the universe. But then either we
can perceive some things standing in a global relation, or we can’t perceive the
cat’s being on the mat. And if we can’t perceive the cat’s being on the mat—and
spatiotemporal relations are global, and hence have implications for how theworld
is beyond the region we can perceive—then we can’t even rationally believe that
the cat is on the mat. So if BSA-ST is true, then either we can perceive some things
standing in a global relation or we can’t rationally believe that the cat is on the
mat. And both disjuncts are false. So BSA-ST is false. Call this the Objection from
Perceptual Judgments.

Here again I say that the Objection from Perceptual Judgments is a decisive
objection against BSA-ST only if there is an objection very much like it that is
equally decisive against Humean Supervenience. For according to Humean Su-
pervenience, causal relations, nomic properties, and dispositions are all extrinsic.
Indeed, they are global, in that they are extrinsic to absolutely everything. In order
to ascertain whether some things stand in a certain causal relation, or instantiate
some nomic property or disposition, Godwould have to survey thewhole universe,
and, moreover, see that there wasn’t anything else in the universe. But then either
we can perceive some things standing in a global relation, or we can’t perceive
any of the following: (a) the cat’s being on the mat now being caused by the cat’s
being on the mat a second ago, (b) the glass’s unmanifested disposition to break,
and (c) mass’s nomically necessitating attraction to other massive objects. And if
we can’t perceive any of those things—and causal relations, nomic properties, and
dispositions are all global, and hence have implications for how the world is be-
yond the region we can perceive—then we can’t even rationally believe any of the
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following: (a’) that the cat’s being on the mat now was caused by the cat’s being
on the mat a second ago—and hence, since persistence entails causation, that the
cat on the mat now is the same cat as the cat on the mat a second ago, (b’) that
this glass is disposed to break (although it never will), and (c’) that it is a law of
nature that massive objects attract one another. So if Humean Supervenience is
true, then either we can perceive some things standing in a global relation, or we
can’t rationally believe any of (a’), (b’), and (c’). And both disjuncts are false. So
Humean Supervenience is false.

I claim that the parallel objection to Humean Supervenience is as decisive as
the original Objection from Perceptual Judgments. Each has two premises, and
the analogues are just as plausible as the originals.

However obvious it is that we can rationally believe that the cat is on the mat,
it’s equally obvious, or nearly so, that we can rationally believe at least one of the
following: that the cat on the mat now is the same cat as the cat on the mat a
second ago, or that this glass is disposed to break (although it never will), or that
it is a law of nature that massive objects attract one another.

And if we can, consistently with Humean Supervenience, reason our way to
rational judgments about causation, dispositions, and laws of nature—despite our
inability to perceive causal relations, dispositions, and nomic relations—then we
can, consistently with BSA-ST (and with its conjunction with Humean Superve-
nience), reason ourway (and in the very samemanner) to rational judgments about
spatiotemporal relations.

How, consistently with the conjunction of Humean Supervenience and ¬BSA-
ST, would we reason our way to rational judgments about laws of nature, say? We
would start with what we have observed, viz. such-and-such things standing in
thus-and-such spatiotemporal relations. We would then determine the simplest
systematization of those facts. This systematization comprises what the laws of
nature would be if the observed things (and their parts) were all the things there
were. Then we’d tentatively assume that the observed things are representative of
all the things, in this sense: the laws of nature, the laws that hold for all things,
are the same as what the laws of nature would be if the observed things (and their
parts) were all the things there were. So we’d go on to infer that those claims
of which said systematization are comprised are indeed the laws of nature. The
assumption of the “Uniformity of Nature” was tentative, of course, and so we could
learn that our rational judgments about laws of nature were in fact wrong. But
that doesn’t stop those judgments from being rational.

If that’s right, then if we ask how, consistently with BSA-ST (and with its con-
junction with Humean Supervenience), we would reason our way to rational judg-
ment about spatiotemporal relations, the right answer to that question is this. We
would start with what we have observed, viz. such-and-such things. Then we’d
tentatively assume that the observed things are representative of all the things,
in this sense: the laws of nature, the laws that hold for all things, are the same
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as what the laws of nature would be if the observed things (and their parts) were
all the things there were. So we’d go on to infer both the laws of nature and the
spatiotemporal arrangement of the observed things. We simply pretend the ob-
served things (and their parts) are all the things there are, and determine which
spatiotemporal arrangement ST would permit the best systematization of (the fun-
damental parts of) such-and-such things being in arrangement ST and what that
systematization would be. The pretense is harmless, since we’ve already assumed
that the the laws of nature are the same as what the laws of nature would be if the
observed things (and their parts) were all the things there were. The assumption of
the “Uniformity of Nature” was tentative, of course, and so we could learn that our
rational judgments about the spatiotemporal arrangement of the observed things
and the laws of nature were in fact wrong. But that doesn’t stop those judgments
from being rational.

So, I conclude, the parallel objection to Humean Supervenience is as decisive as
the original Objection from Perceptual Judgments. And thus the Objection from
Perceptual Judgment is a decisive objection against BSA-ST only if there is an
objection very much like it that is equally decisive against Humean Supervenience
itself.

But wait: one might point out an objection in the vicinity of the Objection
from Perceptual Judgment—it’s a truncated version of that objection—that has no
parallel objection to Humean Supervenience itself. Instead of going on to note
that BSA-ST implies a disjunction of an obvious falsehood and the claim that we
can’t rationally believe some commonplace truths, which is something we can say
about Humean Supervenience itself, the truncated objection stops after noting that
BSA-ST implies a disjunction of an obvious falsehood and the claim that we can’t
perceive things standing in any spatiotemporal relations. And onemight think that
that all by itself is objectionable, and objectionable in a way that Humean Superve-
nience isn’t. Humean Supervenience might well imply a disjunction of an obvious
falsehood and the claim that we can’t perceive things possessing (unmanifested)
dispositions or standing in any causal or nomic relations. But it is supposed to
be more obvious that we can perceive things standing in a spatiotemporal rela-
tion than that we can perceive things possessing (unmanifested) dispositions or
standing in causal or nomic relations. Call this the Objection from Perception.

There is, I acknowledge, an added cost here to BSA-ST over bare Humean Su-
pervenience. And perhaps the cost is high. But is it so high that the Objection
from Perception constitutes a decisive objection to BSA-ST? It seem to me that it
doesn’t, if the original Objection from Perceptual Judgment does not itself con-
stitute such an objection. It’s not as though BSA-ST implies a disjunction of an
obvious falsehood and the claim that we can’t perceptually represent a state of af-
fairs in which some things stand in some spatiotemporal relation: as best as I can
tell, BSA-ST is consistent with both the falsehood of that obvious falsehood and
our ability to perceptually represent a state of affairs in which some things stand in
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some spatiotemporal relation. And the stick-to-her-guns adherent of Humean Su-
pervenience must in any case hold either that our perceptual judgments of things
standing in some spatiotemporal relations can be rational even if BSA-ST is right,
or that we can’t rationally believe much at all. What’s at issue then is a rather
subtle matter: not whether we can perceptually represent things standing in a
spatiotemporal relation, and not whether the beliefs about things standing in spa-
tiotemporal relations formed (at least partly) on the basis of those perceptual rep-
resentations can be rational, but whether what goes on in such cases constitutes
genuine perception. It seems to me then that a Humean—who is already com-
mitted to the claim that many cases which we took to involve genuine perception
don’t in fact do so—ought not be so antecedently confident that what’s going on in
the spatiotemporal case is genuine perception that she gives BSA-ST no (positive)
credence at all before considering the evidence of ORdeR.

6 Conclusion

Once a Humean opens up even a sliver of likelihood space for BSA-ST, she
ought to see that the likelihood of ORdeR conditional upon BSA-ST, and hence
conditional upon ST-NF, is greater than zero. And since the likelihood of ORdeR
conditional upon ST-F is zero, the likelihood of ST-NF, and hence Radical Plural-
ism, conditional upon her evidence, is overwhelmingly high. Supposing there is
nothing more to the universe than a mosaic, a good case can be made that it is
overwhelmingly likely that there isn’t even a mosaic.60
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